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There has been a renewed interest in exact so- We have performed low-temperature expansions of Gaudin's formalism to derive all of our results. We will not present this approach in this paper, however, since it is a fairly long and detailed derivation. We will give a "physical" argument for the results which shows the connection between the lowtemperature thermodynamics and the excitations of the system. It is known that the zero-temperature dispersion curves for this system" are given by E"(P)=nH, + sinhC'(coshn4 -cosP)/sinhnc', where 6, =cosh@, 0-P-2&, andn =1, 2, . . . . The n =1 excitations and linear combination of the n =1 excitations are spin waves, and the higher-n excitations are bound states of spin waves. The P s are distributed uniformly between 0 and 2& and, for a given n, obey a Fermi-like exclusion principle. QQLUME 44, NUMBER 9 PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS --2/3 B-S --5/3 ed in Fig. 1 . We define H, =e ' . Then for P &P, =6 -1 -(6'-1)"'=3m, and also for -, ' &6&1, all P, the spin waves dominate. One can then drop the first term in Eq. (6b). For p&p»»-, ', the bound states dominate and one can drop the second term. The bound-state region again subdivides into p&p, =-(6' -1)'"/2 =a, and p &p, .
For P &P, with 6&-, ',
and, for P &P, with»-, ',
The corrections are O(T) and exponentially higher order for Eqs. (8a) 
